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ABSTRACT

Paper provides summary of methodology of few-group library preparation with
emphasis on new features of assemblies, like fuel assemblies with Gd BP or CFA with Hf-
plates. Special attention is devoted to the transient part (coupler) of CFA from the point of
view of boundary conditions preparation. Based of this methodology prepared library is
implemented into macrocode for different number of axial meshes for both coare andfine-
mesh diffusion calculations.

Problems with local power peaking calculations in VVER-440 cores are closely
connected with the correct modelling of the power pertubations in the neighbourhood of
CFA coupler. The new version of MOB Y-DICK provided with the new few group data
library can assess most of effects induced by insertion of CFA in the core including effects
of newly designed Hfplates in the coupler of CFA. Compatibility of transport and diffusion
calculation was taken into account n the analysis of CFA movement without/with Hf
plates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since previous decade have been prepared few-group data to diffusion macrocode in
our company. An attempt to improve these data has been done in last time, especially taken
into account higher heterogeneity of core including fuel assemblies with Gd burnable poison
(BP), application of fine-mesh diffuision solution and its compatibility with a coarse-mesh one
and the better description of boundary conditions on control assemblies (CA). It is well known
that on accuracy of neutron-physical calculations has important influence the accuracy of few-
group data, it means coefficients in diffusion difference equations. These data can be divided
into data for fuel assemblies (FA), for both applications (fine-mesh. coarse-mesh) and data for
non-fuel regions. One of possibilities, which is applied in our process, is to apply suitable
boundary conditions, although diffusion data for these regions are an alternative. Below are
described methods and approximations applied in this process, including models and content
of library. Some features of FA with Gd BP are pointed out. More comprehensively are
described boundary conditions on CA, where design changes (Hf-plates) are taken into
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account and corrections based on Monte Carlo calculations were applied. Improved library
gives good base for more precise evaluation of effects which are related to the reactor safety.

Such important parameters preventing of fuel rod failures are the criteria limiting the
core parameters which, when exceeded, may lead to this failures. This limits, in particular,
involve restrictions on the local linear heat rate QI and its ramp dQl. The first one is
dependent on the average fuel rod burnup, the second one is dependent on the local burnlup of
fuel rod and both with higher burnup are more strict. Additionally to this limits exists for
VVER-440 cores operational limit for DNBR and for margin to saturation temperature which
are also connected with pin-wise power distribution.

This limitation arises namely at present period in which is involved implementation of
modernized four- and five-year fuel cycles with higher burnup which requires more careful
and broad analysis of questions concerning safe operation, forecasting the characteristics of
fuel loading and algorithm of ini-core monitoring systems.

The deign of the existing Control Fuel Assembly (CFA) coupler (transition part)
accounts of the local power peak in the fuel elements of FA located near the control bank. It
was found that in the vicinity of this CPA coupler high heterogeneous structure with dominant
content of coolant - moderator the pin-wise calculation errors are caused by methodology of
preparation libraries and compatibility between diffusion and transport approximation.
Because of local character of QI and dQl all analysis should be provided on the 3D pin-wise
level.

The detailed analysis of VVER-440 CFA coupler affect was presented in last years on
different AER meetings by different organizations [17-231.

Skcoda provides for target NPP Dukovany development of design macrocode MOBY-
DICK with a new library WIB72GnG (n=2, 4, 8) and shares on development of modules of
in-core monitoring system SCORPIO which substantial part is calculation pin-wise power
distribution and checking of QI and dQl limits.

As will be shown in the next the key role in solving this problem has methodology of
preparation of few group diffusion library WIE72Gn (n=~2, 4, 8). Description of this library
preparation is given below.

2. LIBRARY PREPARATION

2.1 Calculations models applied for few-group data preparation (models in
spectral calculations)

2.1.1 Fuel assembly data

2D model is a basic model for few-group data preparation (MODEL A, Fig. 1). Usually
is supposed, that FA has at least 600 rotational symmetry (although for VVER440 symmetry is
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a 300 reflection one). FA is supposed to be in an array of he same assemblies, which is called
an ,,asymptotic approximation" .

Simplifications in 2D FA model are as follows:

a) Central hole is not modelled explicitly
b) Gap between fuel and cladding is neglected, cladding is diluted
c) Spacer grids are homogenised into moderator
d) Details in design of FA shroud hexagon are neglected
c) Geometrical and material characteristic are taken from fuel passport, where the most

probable values are considered. U... and U236 are mostly neglected. The influence of these
isotopes on fuel cycle length was analysed [ 1].

Hexagons in Fig.1 were created for pin cells data preparation. Hexagon have to be
subdivided, especially in moderator region. Annular subdivision of fuel is necessary for pin
with Gd BP. This subdivision is shown in Figl. Subdivision is not shown for moderator
region in cell hexagon, which is performed automatically. Diffusion data are calculated as
averaged for whole assembly for coarse-mesh calculation, or for individual cells for fine-mesh
calculations, where are extracted data for central channel, inter-assembly gap (edge and corner
separately). These data have to be modified in macrocode for fine-mesh calculation, because
in this code a regular grid of cells is supposed.

For analyses of mutual influences of different FA have been used model shown in
Fig.2a. This model is much suitable for CA data preparation (data for boundary conditions
determination), where in the central (in Fig.2a top triangle) part is modelled different axial
part of CA. (Ths model is also suitable for different analyses, comparison of transport and
diffusion solutions etc.)

In standard methodology of library preparation by WIMS8 is burnup modeled by six
representative fuel rods and for this fuel rods and homogenized A are prepared and
paramnetrized (by APRO code) diffusion constants for macrocode MOBY-DICK.

For the purposes of more precise comparisons in our paper burnup process of FA with
Gd burnuble absorber were in WIMS8 modeled by burnup of each fuel rod and final MOBY.
DICK diffuision constants were homogenized for representative six fuel rods and FA.

Fuel bumnup is performed separately in each fuel pin, which is a necessary conditioi
for FA with Gd BP, where pins near pin with Gd BP are influenced by this pin. Moreover, fo
FA with Gd BP, short step at burnup is a necessity, mostly by application of spectrus
recalculation in very short steps 2. Also, subdivision of moderator and annular (nc
azimuthal) subdivision in pins with Gd BA is requested. (Five regions seems to be sufficien
more is possible.) Optimal number of energy groups is a question, 1 5 standardly applied in ox
calculations is sufficient [ 3].

The diffusion constants in the neighborhood of CF.A were not specifically prepared.

Calculation of FA is perrormed for different values of technological parameters, givi
in f 3), where are listed all data, which are calculated (macroscopic and microscopic crc
sections etc.), which are processed (or could be processed), and which are approximated. F
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FA with Gd BA the number of states have been enlarged from the point of view of steps at
burnup. Burnup is calculated only for selected states. Formatted data (described in [ 5) are
processed by code APRO 6), which performs their approximation (see below). States cover
all possibilities practically needed, but it is difficult to ensure requested accuracy of
approximation in the whole range of reactor states.

2.1.2 Boundary conditions preparation

Boundary conditions are an important part of few-group cross section library. There
are some kinds of boundary conditions for VVER440, namely: radial and axial (top and
bottom) on core edge and for CA, where are radial boundary conditions (in different axial
meshes of CA) and axial ones (top and bottom).

For cross sections calculation for CA, different models are possible. The best seems to
be.a model, which is shown in Fig.2a (for cross section with compensating steel rods) and
Fig.2b (MODEL B) for cross section in coupler area with Hf plates, where this FA is
surrounded by fuel assemblies, creating a equilateral triangle, which is 9times, bigger.
(Different model is applied by radial boundary on baffle, where a part of core is modelled with
baffle so thick that it can be supposed to be infinite. Axial boundary conditions are modelled
in ID approximation, both for A and CA. An exemption is multiplication boundary
condition, which is applied on bottom boundary of CA. Model of asymptotic FA is accurate
enough, but models for boundary conditions calculations are not so exact, therefore some
corrections have to be applied. On radial CA boundary conditions are applied corrections,
which takes into account an effect of axial dimension (see (3D) MODEL D - CFA +8FA)
Fig.2c).

For radial boundary conditions preparation for CA is used the following process: In
2Dmodels is non fuel part of CA subdivided into several axial regions (form bottom to top 1.
Of the compensating steel rods (cylinders); 2. Of zirconium plenum, 3. Which consists
maximum water (with excess of moderator), 4. To the absorber (coupler top - connecting fuel
and follower) and 5. Of boron steel -absorbing part) which are surrounded by fuel assemblies.
Diffusion data for CA in suitable radial 21) subdivision are calculated using WIMS code [16]
in such a way that data modelling this region as cells are extracted (for fine mesh calculation
using directly diffusion data), or in radial structure as fine as possible for followed calculation
of y-matrices by HECON [ 8] code.

It has been found by safety analyses that the most problematic from the point of view
of pin power in the surrounding assemblies is this axial mesh, where is an excess of
moderator, which is serious especially when boric acid concentration is low. Therefore a
solution had to be necessary to find, and such a solution are Hf-plates on the inner sides of CA
shroud, which axially cover not only this problematic area (and also part with steel spring) but
partially also area with steel cylinders.

Therefore, this part is very important from the point of view of boundary conditions
preparation. Boundary conditions have been calculated also for the case with Hf-plates.
Having in to mind the axial position of Hf-plates, parts L.-3. were calculated. Also other
analyses covering different states of core and the influence on boundary conditions have been
performed, including Hf burnup, fuel burnup etc. 7]. has been found, that influence of fuel
burnup is not quite negligible, but it has not been yet included into boundary conditions
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dependencies. Concerning Hf burnup, it could be very important only in case, if these plates
would be in high neutron flux for a long time (several cycles), but such a case is not realistic
due to strategy of CA movement in core. Therefore could be concluded, that influence ofrHf
burnup can be neglected.

It has been proved that Hf-plates lead to important reduction of pin powers in the
surrounding assemblies (see below).

Process by boundary conditions preparation is such that in an adequate model are
calculated diffusion data in geometrically and materially different sub-regions of axial mesh
of CA surrounded by FAs (also for a direct following full core calculation with diffusion data
instead of boundary conditions) and based on these data are calculated boundary conditions in
form of y-matrix (J=y*0) by code HECON in four and two group structure, which can be then
applied (after corrections) in macrocode. These data are calculated for different values of
technological parameters, but only two of them are important. Aproximation performed by
code APRO [ 6] takes into account only dependence on moderator density and boric acid
concentration in moderator for boundary conditions in 1-matrix form and ,all" dependencies
for direct diffusion calculation.

In process which is also applied at other boundary conditions preparation are used
simplifications or approximations, which could have influence on accuracy of boundary
conditions. Althoughi the agreement in diagonal member in fast group is good with direct
transport solution [ 7], simplifications and approximations used in described process can have
not negligible influence on accuracy of results.

Therefore, a methodology of 3D) y-matrix calculation have been searched [ 9]. Results
shown, that the axial trnsort of neutrons is relatively very important, but direct application
of 3D) y-matrix in macrocode would not be easy. Therefore, a decision have been made te
apply 2D) y-matrix [ 9] and then to perform their correction on effects resulting from 3E
calculations by MCNP4B [10].

Specifically was calculated production gamma matrix for the bottom of couple
(boundary between fuel pellet region and steel compensating rods).

An alternative method is to use (both for coarse and pin-wise calculations) direct]
diffusion cross sections in axial parts of CA in macrocode (excluding absorbing part, wher
application of diffusion data is not suitable from the principle, corrections have to be mad
excluding possibility of cancelling of errors resulting from diffusion solution and differenc
approximation). Preliminary calculations (comparisons) have been performed and it has bet
found, that diffusion data partially match axial effects, because values of pin powers in axi
part with excess of moderator are between values with boundary conditions in y-matrix for
corrected and not corrected on axial effect by MCNP4B. Contemporary library includ
boundary conditions in y-matrix form corrected on base on 3D) CNP4B calculations.

Similar process could be applied on other boundary conditions. Now, only correctio
on boundary conditions on baffle reflector have been applied to get better agreement betwe
calculated and measured FA powers.

2.1.3 Approximation of few-group data library
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Data (mostly cross sections) approximation, which means their dependence on core
state and burnup obtained from calculations described above is an important phase in library
creation. It is known, that data are dependent (excluding dependencies on burnup) on
moderator density (temperature), fuel temperature, boric acid concentration in moder ator and
fuel poisoning (Xe and Sm). It is not easy to describe all dependencies with sufficient
accuracy for all dependencies in given extend. Contemporary library uses dependencies in
form of polynomials. These polynomials are of different order of different combinations of
independent variables. Approximation is performed by code APRO, which is able to perform
also other operations as follows:

-arrangement (cancellation) of dependent variables
-creation of new variables
-condensation of data from four group structure
-physical elimination of variables
-burnup of sub-regions of FA
-delayed neutron data calculation for 6 or 8 groups
-calculation of spline coefficient of the third order

Progra searches for the simplest dependence among available fulfilling requested
accuracy and checks accuracy in calculation points. Special problem are data for SPND, where
are dependencies on burnup of fuel and Rh detector (not simultaneously). Although exist
some difficulties, praxis up to now shows that (excluding very special cases), approximation
is accurate enough. Accuracy can be enhanced using more calculation points. Some
improvements can be achieved also by calculating spline of the third order, which can be
applied into MOBY-DICK [ 4] instead of performing simple linear interpolation in
dependence on burnup. Of course, this can not compensate for physical reality (for example in
fast changing features of fuel with Gd BP).

2.2. Codes used

For diffusion data preparation then used in modular system MOBY-DICK, the
following codes are applied: WlIS8, HECON, APRO and MCNP4B together with some
auxiliary codes and batches.

2.3. Creation and content of library

2.3.1 Data for fuel assemblies

Data for fuel assemblies are not dependent on axial position, and are supposed to be
the same for any arbitrary axial mesh (as is well known, contemporary VVER4440 fuel is not
axially profiled). Library contents data for 31 FA, including fuel parts of CA. Their list, with
short characteristics is given in Tab. 1. Data are for coarse and fine-mesh calculations.

2.3.2 Boundary conditions for different axial mneshing in macrocode
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On the contrary to the FA, boundary conditions on non FA part of CA are axially
dependent. Situation is complicated by the fact, that in MOBY-DICK is not possible to have
an arbitraiy number of different y-matrices on radial surface of each axial mesh in macrocode.
This number (9) is sufficient for 20 axial meshes in code, but for 80 meshes is not sufficient
and would be desirable to enhance this number. Now, for 80 axial meshes are boundary
conditions the same in several meshes, which is not quite correct and diminishes in sonie
extent the accuracy of calculation in 80 meshes. Commonly, there is necessary to create
boundary conditions for different number of axial meshes taking into account also presence of
Hf-plates. Resulting are different variants of boundary conditions for different number of axial
meshes

Boundary conditions have been put more precisely by modification of original ones
based on 3D calculation by MCN4PB4 code. Only diagonal components of yf-matrix have been
modified. Basic calculation has been performed in axial structure corresponding to 40 axial
meshes. Somec recalculations for 20 and 80 axial meshes have been completed.

2.4. Methodological aspect of library creation

2.4.1 FA with BP

Burnable poisons are newly applied in VVER440. Fast changing features of such a
assembly needs more comprehensive description of some physical phenomena. Research in
this field have been performed tIll and some necessary improvements have been pointed out,
most of them all well known (shorter bumnup step. subdivision of moderator regions and fuel
pin with BP etc.). Also have been searhed influence of pins with Gd BP in FA on thermal-
hydraulic characteristic of FA and core. Analyses of this kind have been done on level of FA,
as well as of core (12,13]. From these analyses can be concluded, that influence of Gd pin
leads to the shift of position (and movement) of the most loaded pin and hot channel. From
the point of core it leads to the lower necessary amount of boric acid in moderator, which
leads to more negative temperature coefficient of reactivity, which is a positive safety effect.
The other effects are of low importance, although loading pattern optimiisation is getting much
complicated.

2.5.2 Compatibility of coarse and fine mesh solutions

One of the feature of cede based on diffuision difference approximation is a possibility
of calculation in so called fine-mesh approximation, where one ,mesh" is one ,cell" (fuel or
non-fuel). By validation of code have been observed differences between coarse and fine mesh
solutions, especially in cycle lengths.

Because this compatibility is important, more complex check calculations not only
from the point of view of coarse and fine-mesh solution, but also from the point of view of
transport and diffusion solutions have been performed. These are connected also with proper
boundary conditions.

A good agreement have been found on the FA level (also with FA of different
enrichmients). No so good agreement has been observed in case of pin powers near non fuel
CA parts. This is a complicated task, and it is in detatil described in next parts of this paper.
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For cycle lengths have been found relatively good agreement also for ,equilibrium-
cycle with Gd BP. These lengths differ mostly no more than 2 FPD. Also relative powers of
FAs are in good agreement, differences are not higher than 2% (on average much less).

2.4.3 Transition part of CA

This part represents one of the most complicated part of core. Moreover, it has been
found, that some safety limits could not be matched in pins in the vicinity of this part. As
pointed out above, exact description of this part is a necessary condition for proper description
of requested physical phenomena. Employing 3D transport modelling using Monte Carlo code
(MCNP4B) seems to be quite logical and needed step. Some correction to y-matrixes have
already been done based on this calculations.

New design of this part with Hf-plates significantly reduces powers in fuel pins in
vicinity of some axial meshes of this transition part of CA.

2.4.4 Data for SPND signals interpretation

For interpretation of signals (currents) of SNPD) (which are a part of SCORPIO
monitoring system [151) there is necessary to determine a relation between signal (current)
and power of FA in position of detector. This is done by calculation (with setting several
coefficients expressing the physical phenomena of this process) in which is calculated relation
between current of detector and power of fuel pins ,.surrounding" detector.

Problem is complicated also by the fact, that depletes both fuel and detector, but not
together. Therefore, approximation must cover historical changes (burnup of burnable
materials) and immediate effects (core states changes). Separability of these phenomena is
supposed. Beside ,classicar" methodology, the new one based on reaction rates in detector is
also applied.

Interpretation formulae have been calculated also for FA with Gd BP, for both designs
of SPND (. POSIT and fy. ST), P particle probability escape have been determined by
MCNP4B. Calculated formulae have been implemented into SCORPIO monitoring system.

2.5. Validation of library

Library was primarily validated by comparison with experimental data (DATABASE)
from NPP Dukovany [141. This work is not an object of this paper.

3. APPLICATION OF LIBRARY IN ANALYSES OF CONTROL FUEL
ASSEMBLY IMPACT ON LOCAL POWER PEAKING
CALCULATIONS
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3.1. Types of calculations

A new detailed power distribution comparisons MOBY-DICK versus MCNP4B was
performed on the bases of 3D) spectral MODEL D for each of 40 axial layers (6.1 cm
thickness). The power densities averaged over the first row of pins (closest to CFA) and over
whole FA were calculated for each layer. From this values were calculated row peaking
factors' Kr like division of these average pin power densities. Problems with Monte Carlo
precision limit us only to the "row peaking factor" Kr comparisons. Impact of the CF.A on
core power represents big perturbation of local power distribution.

Basic standard comparisons diffusion versus transport calculations of the pin-wise
power distribution is usually provided for infinite 2D FA structure (spectral MODEL A-
Fig. I). In our technology it is comparisons between MOBY-DICK and WIMS8 calculations.

Huge effort was devoted to the analysis of the impact of CFA on the linear heating rate
and its ramps in the real core loading during the core operation on the basis of calculations by
macrocode MOBY-DICK.

WIMS8 saeetral model calculations

21) MODEL A calculations were provided for the "basic (burnup) state" of library
WIE72GnG (n--2, 4) 8). Description of the burnup process is defined above in this paper. The
comparisons MOBY-DICK versus WIMS8 power distribution was realized for MODEL A
and some results are commented below.

MCNP4B spectral models calculations

Basic calculations were provided by MICNP4B Monte Carlo code with standard library
ENDF60. Precision of the calculation was app. 5700 cycles with 6000 neutrons each and final
nps = 34 200 000.

Calculation of MODEL E (3D) spectral model of CFA + 35FA cross section area) was
used only for reference. Standard calculations were performed for MODEL D) (3D) spectral
model of CFA + 7WA cross section area Fig.2c).

Within calculations were studied impacts of axial boundary conditions (separability of
the Kr and axial power distribution):

- reflective on the top and bottom of the model
- non reflective (approximately zero on extrapolation distances) on the top and bottom of

the model

In our MVCNP4B analysis was supposed:
- fresh profiled FA 3.82w%/1
- the moderator density 0.793

moderator temperature 500K
fuel temperature 300K.
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MOB Y-DICK core calculations.

The 3 pin-wise diffusion calculations were provided by a new two group library
WIE72GnG (n'=2, 4, 8) with a corrected gamma matrices from MCNP4B calculations and
with and without Hf plates. Special attention was aimed to the local power (or radial peaking
Kr) behaviour during the fuel cycle and for CFA movement.

Basic burnup calculation was provided for the 2 d Unit of NPP Dukovany up to 15
cycle. In 14 cycle was loaded CFA (3.82w% enr.) with /ithout Hf on the positions 33 and
50. After one year operation (into 15 cycle) this CFA are reloaded from 33 to 7 and from 50
to 4 and same fresh CFA are loaded on positions 33 and 50. During this cycle were checked
local pin-wise power loading in the neighborhood of CFA.

3.2. Results from the comparisons

3.2.1 Calculations on the level of spectral models

Usually spectral models are used for preparation few group libraries and like reference
models for analysis of diff'usion and transport approximation compatibility.

Analysis of compatibility of diffusion and transport calculations was provided for
infinite (non perturbed) power distribution and for perturbed power distribution in the
neighborhood of CPA.

In the focus of our interest is pin-wise axial power distribution which is closely
connected with above mentioned nodal "row peaking factors" Kr. Sensitivity analyses of this
peaking factors Kr to some changes in the calculation model has shown that our MODEL D
is credible for performing such comparisons and for hplementations of Monte Carlo
corrections into core simulator MOBY-DICK library. In Fig. 3 and 4 are shown these
calculations with MCNP4B of greatest interest to :

- impact of the axial boundary condition (reflective or zero) on axial distribution of
radial peaking factor Kr - is negligible (Fig. 4).

- impact of the radial cross section of the calculation model MODEL D has smaller
cross section than MODEL E)(Fig. 3).

Differences between the row peaking factors Kr calculated by MOBY-DICK from
peaking factors calculated by MCNP4B code are given in Fig. 5. It is seen that MOBY-DICK
calculation with MCNP4B corrected library WIE72GniG (n=2, 4, 8) under predicts maximum
Kr value by -2.4%.

Implementation of Hf plates into CFA region significantly decreases value of Kr (see
Fig. 6). The MOBY-DICK calculation in this critical region conservatively over predicts (in
comparison with MCNP4B) value of Kr by more then 10%. This conservativeness is
probably caused by non adequate gamma matrix corrections in the lover parts of coupler.
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Comparisons of MOBY-DICK versus WIMS8 pin-wise power distribution on the 2D)
MODEL A (infinite FAs lattice of the same enrichment 3.6w%, 3.82w% and 4.38w% with Gd
burrntble absorber) was provided for burnup process fom fresh to 60 000 MWd/tU. For the
purpose of SPND interpretation is important that deviations of central rods power peaking
does not exceed 0.7%. The first highest 13 peakings has shown that deviations the in the
beginning of burnup will not exceed also 0.7% and in the end of bumnup process reaches
2.2%. It is interesting that power peaking deviations in the rod with Gd does not exceeds
deviations of other fuel rods.

3.2.2 Core calculations

Core cycle analysis have shown that standard CFA coupler brings problem in
preserving safety limits like linear heat rate limit and linear heat rate ramp limit. Fig. 7 and 8
show that application of Hf plates significantly decreases linear power heat rate in the
neighborhood. of CPA coupler namely in EOB. This Fig. has shown principal functionality of
the implementation of Hf plates. In the following Fig. 9 up 14 is depicted impact of CF7A axial
positions on the preserving above mentioned safety limits for the fuel assemblies in the
surroundings of CFA (FA num. 6 and 8).

Impact of the of CFA position on the linear heat rate ramp (ramp from initial CPA
position 170.8) is plotted in Fig. 9 and 1 0 for FA num. 8. The same is done for the FA num. 6
in Fig. 1 1 and 12. In the case of FA num. 8 there exists limit curve for linear heat rate ramp
because of relative high burnup, of the most loaded fuel rod (46023 MWd/tu). This limit
curve is calculated with hot ch. factor 1.16. In the case of PA nurn. 6 this limit does not exist
due to the relatively low average burnup of most loaded fuel rod (24736 MWd/tu). Efficiency
of Hf plates in dQl values suppression is seen from Fig. 10 and 12.

Impact of the CFA position on the linear heat rate is seen from Fig. 13 and 14.
Positive contribution of Hf plates to limit margin for linear heat rate limit (207 Wlcm) is seen
from Fig. 14.

Between miscellaneous impacts of Hf plates implementation in CPA coupler are
changes of CPA integral and differential worth (ig. 15 and 16). In both cases these effects
represent contribution to the safety. Secondary effect of increasing of integral CFA worth is
shortening cycle length on boron - EOB (approximately by 2.5 days). Final EOC cycle length
was found shortened only by a half day.

Effect of CFA movement in scale from 122 cmr to 207.4 cm at EOB is presented in
Fig. 17, 18 and 19. It is interesting that maximum of QI is reached at relatively high position
of CPA (195.5 cm)!. Second very important result from Fig. 18 is that value of Kr nodal
peaking factor is nearly not dependent on CFA position - it means the separability of the
radial nodal peaking factor and axial distribution is valid. This separability allows us to
provide CFA coupler gamma matrix corrections by Monte Carlo independently on the CPA
position.

3.2.3 Error assessment

It is known that after two month of core operation critical nodes for nodal pin-wise

power distribution errors assessment are nodes in the vicinity of CPA. Present analysis of
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the power distribution perturbation in the neighborhood of CAF has shown that max. error of
MOBY-DICK calculations with the new library will be approximately on the same level as
was supposed up to now i.e. 5%.

3.2.4 Monitoring system SCOR-PIO and a new library

Application of the new library WIE72nG (n=-2, 4, 8) into SCORPIO on NPP
Dukovany decreases linear heat rate margins to the linear heat rate (loca) limit (see in Fig. 21
curves of F.: Scorpio 1 is provided with former library and Scorpio 2 with the new library).

4. CONCLUSION

Models and methodology in few group data library preparation with emphasis on FA
with Gd BP and boundary conditions on CA reflecting different number of axial meshes in
macrocode and approximation process of data were summarised. In all cases, improvement to
present solutions have been found. It can be concluded that:

As concern preparation library:

- methodology of library preparation has beea improved from the point of view of
assemblies innovation (FA with Gd BP) and from the point of view of exact
determination of detailed power distribution (CA transition part)

- standard 2 gamma matrix methodology can be adopted by 3 Monte Carlo
corrections to describe power distribution in the CFA coupler vicinity

- calculation (spectral) models A/ B/ and D/ for preparation library and its corrections
are sufficient

- library has been tested In macrocode against experimental data (excluding FA with

Gd BP)

- representation of coupler region by few group constants is under development

As concern standard coupler without Hf:

- diffusion calculation with corrected (by MCNP4B comparisons) library

underestimates nodal radial pin-wise peaking by 2.5 %

- some movement of CFA may cause break of linear heat rate and ramp of linear heat
rates

As concern impacts of the HfDat:

- involving Hf plates into CFA coupler potentially solves all problems with preserving
linear heat rate limits and its ramp limit
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- Hf plates In coupler ncrease differential and Integral CFA worth and In this
direction enhances safety characteristics of the core

- In our example Hf plates n coupler decreases boron cycle length by 2.7 FPD and
final cycle length (after stretch-out) only by 0.3 FP

Analyses performed and methodological improvements of library preparation
constitute an essential step in software development supporting implementation of new
assembly designs on NPP Dukovany.
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Tab. List of assemblies in fewv-group dada library

WIE72GnG1

map of PA FAI numn of FAi numn of FP1 A step FP step 
________ NEWI 31 71 14.71 1.2201 

name of PA name SCM' PA type grid type shroud enrichmenprfato

SURIGORI S16-HOM. regulation steel thick 1.
SUR24ORI S24-HOM. regulation steel thick 24
SUR36ORI S36-HOM. regulation steel thick36
SUR36SYM S36-HOM. regulation steel thick 13.6 for 36o0 symetry 
SUP16ORI S16-HOM. working steel thick 1.6 ___

SUP24ORI S24-HOM. working steel thick 2.4 ___

SUP36ORI S36-H-OM. working steel thick 3.6
SUR24ADV T24-HOM. regulation steel thin 2.4 ___

SUR36ADV T36-HOM. regulation steel thin 3.6 ___

SUP24ADV T24-HO0M. workin~g steel thin 2.4 ___

SUP36ADV T36-HOM. workin~g steel thin 3.6 ___

SUR36ZRH H36-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thick 3.6 ___

SUP36ZRH H36-HOM. working Zr-allov thick 3.6 ___

SUR24ZRL L24-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thin 2.4 ___

SUR36ZRL L36-HOM. regulation Zrallo thin a.6 ____

SUP24ZRL L24-HOM. workinlg Zraly thin 2.4 ___

SUP36ZRL L36-HOM. working Zrallo thin 3.6 ___

SUR38ZRL L38-HOM. regulation Zrall thin 3.82 (4.0,.3.6 ,3.3) -

SUP38ZRL L38-HOM. working iZrlo thin 3.82 (4.0 .3.6,.3.3)
SUR16ZRH H16-HOM. regulation Zr-alloy thick 1.6___
SUR24ZRH H24-HOM. regulation Zralo thick 2.4 ___ 

SUP16ZRH H16-HOM. working Zr-ally thick 1.61
SUP24ZRH H24-HOM. workig~ Zra112 thick 2.41
SUR16ZRL L16-HOM. regulation Zrayo thin 1.64 
SUP16ZRL L16-HOM. working Zrallo thin 1 ____

SFR16ZRH F16-HOM. regulation Walloy thick 1.61-1f ___
SUR38ZRH H38-HOM. regulation Zarly thick 3.82 (4.0, 3.6. 3.3)
SUP38ZRH H38-HOM. workin~g Zralo thick 3.82 (4.0. 3.6 .3.3)
SFR38ZRH F38-HOM. regulation Zroyj thick 3.82Hf (4.0 , 3.6 .)_ _

SUP42RZL R42-HOM. Iworkirn Z~ thin 4.21 (4.4 , 4.0 , 3.6 , 4.0Qd) R
SUP43SZL S43-HOM. Iworking Z ~ tIn 4.38 (4.6 .4.0 , 3.6 , 4.0Gd) S

WE72GnG- n=2Z4,8 (according to axial nodes number)
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Fig.I Calculating schcma of ,,asymptotic" FA
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Fig.2a Calculating schema of assembly with surrounding FM
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Fig. 2b 2 MODEL B for WIMS cakculations gamma matrix conditions
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Fig. 2c 3D MODEL D for MCNP4B ca~cuaton
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Fig. 3 Radial power peakings Kr of the 1st row for 3.82% FA
for MODELS (D a E) and two types of axial boundary

conditions (refi. and zero)
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No. of axial mesh nterval (6.1 cm)

Fig. 4 Axial dependence of the average power and radial
power peaking Kr of the l1st row of pins for 3.82w%1 FA, boron

zero, water dnes. 0.793, MODEL E and two types of axial
bound. cond. (refiilzero), MCNP4B calculations.

~n 3.5 -

3-*
2.5 - I power Ist row - reil. b.c.

.O 2- -power 1 st row -zero b.c.
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Fig. 5 Radial power peakings Kr of the l1st row for 3.82% FA
(MODEL E - axial refi. b.c.)
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Fig. 6 Radial peaking factor Kr- for the first row of the pins, FA
3.82w%/' with Hf, MCNP4B3 and M-D calculations according

MODEL D (refi. axial conditions)
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Fig. 7 Linear power distribution n maximally loaded fuel rod
in FA num. 6

(close to the CFA Inserted 177 cm) with 1 without Hf n 40
FPD) and EOB.
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Fig. 8 Linear power distribution n maximally loaded fuel rod
In FA num. 6

(close to the CFA Inserted 171 cm) with I without Hf In 40
FPD and E0OB. HIRK 171 [cm];
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Fig. 9 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQI on the position of
CFA (linear heat rate QI Is for reference CPA position 170.8 cm),
CFA without 1-1f, step of CFA movement Is 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear

heats are from PA num. 8.
300 - -4HRK6 170.8 cm
250 -a--HRK6 176,9 cm
200 HRK6 183,0 cm

.150. 1---.RK6 189,1 cm
V 10 - - *-HRK6 195.2 cm

g ~~~ ______ ______ -.-~~~~~~~HRK6 201:3 cm

0 -0-HRK6 213,5 cm
-50 3 L..C) 25 0 _dQ urn.

-100 

v4ika akt. z6ny [cm)

Fig. 10 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQI on the position
of CFA (linear heat rate QI Is for reference CFA position 170.8

cm), CPA with Hf, step of CFA movement s 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear
heats are from FA num. B.
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Fig. 11 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQl on the position
of CFA (inear beat rate QI s for refernce CFA position 170,8 cm),
CFA without Hf, step of CFA movement Is 6.1 cm, fuel rod linear

heats are from FA num. 6.
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Fig. 12 Dependence of the linear heat ramp dQ1 on the
position of CFA (linear heat rate QI is forrefemnce CFA

position 170,8 cm), CFA with Hf, step of CPA movement s
6.1 cm, fuel rod linear heats are from FA num. 6.
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Fig. 13 Dependence of the linear heat rate QI on the
position of CPA, CFA without Hf, fuel rod linear heat rate are

from PA numn. 8, Qi limit 207 wlcm for 46023 MWdit
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Fig. 14 Dependence of the liner heat rate QI on CFA
position, WCA with Hf, fuel rod linear beat rate are from PA
num. 8, step of CPA movement 6.1 cm, Qi limit 207 Wlcm.
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Fig. 15 Impact of -f on differential HRK6 worth In 40FPD
and EOB.
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Fig. 16 Impact of Hf on ntegral worth HIRK6 at 40 FPD and EB3
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Fig. 17 Linear heat rate QI dependence of FA num. 6 on the
position of HRK without Hf, EOB, 15. cycle.
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Fig. 18 Radial peaking Kr of the first row of pins, FA num. 8,
dependence on position of HRK without Hf, EB3, 15. cycle
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Fig. 19 Linear heating Qi of the most loaded pin of FA num. 8
dependence on position HIRK, without Hf, E0OB, 15. cycle
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